Life Insurance International Innovation
Awards 2017

Awards Information Pack

Life Insurance International Innovation Awards 2017 will take place on 16th November in London.
This year companies can nominate in 16 categories. Full details of this year's categories and criteria can be found in this
document.
Nominations are now open – deadline for entries is 5pm GMT on Friday 1st September 2017.
Send your completed nominations to rachel.archer@compelo.com
Nominees should follow these simple guidelines to ensure their submission has the best chance of winning.
Submission Rules
1. Submissions can be made either on behalf of your own company or in recognition of a colleague or partner
firm.
2. Maximum of 1,000 words in Word format, no appendices.
3. Entry must address the award category explicitly, not generic links to web sites, corporate marketing etc.
4. Submissions should highlight the key differentiator and competitive nature of the project or
implementation
5. It is made explicit the Entrant, Judges and the publication will treat any and all information in strict
confidence and any quotes or information to go into the public domain will be pre-cleared by the Entrant.
6. Submissions made after the publicised cut-off date will be ignored irrespective of their relative merits.
7. The Editor and Judges reserve the right to make no award for any specific category
8. The Editor and Judges reserve the right to move a submission to a more appropriate category at their
discretion
9. In submitting for more than one category the submissions must be unique
10. The Editor and Judges’ decision is final

Please note: Whilst we recommend you to try to submit against as many of the criteria as possible, we appreciate that
for some companies this may not be possible. The more you can respond against the stronger your application will be,
but we would like to highlight that submitting against all criteria is not mandatory.
Should you require further guidance on your entry please contact our Editor – Ronan McCaughey –
ronanamccaughey@verdict.com

Good luck in your submissions!

Most Innovative Protection Insurance Intermediary of the Year
This award is open to regulated insurance brokers, financial advisers and intermediaries globally that are serving
the life and health insurance market. The judges will be looking for an intermediary that can demonstrate a
combination of some or all of the following:






How they have responded to the demands of consumers with a product/scheme/ offering relevant to their
needs
Top quality service
Evidence of any value-added services or support
Evidence of product and/or service innovation in the context of profitable growth
How a protection insurance intermediary used marketing/technology/social media to increase penetration and
maximise the potential of the product/scheme/offering

Most Innovative Actuarial / Risk Consultancy Services Provider of the Year
This award is open to open to any insurer, broker or firm offering actuarial or risk consultancy services to clients.
The judges will be looking for examples that demonstrate all or some of the following client benefits:




Improved governance systems and frameworks
Innovative solutions with tangible outcomes such as evidence of cost savings, reduced error rates or sustained
revenue enhancement/profitability
Effective and efficient use of software solutions

Most Innovative Life / Health Insurance Start-Up of the Year
Open to any organisation less than three-years-old that can demonstrate success in making a noteworthy
contribution to the global life and health insurance market in its short life time.





Entrants could be an insurance provider, broker or intermediary that has identified a significant market failing
and/or gap and filled it
A business that has helped advance the life and health insurance sector using the latest technologies either as
a third-party provider or at the consumer interface level
The business may not be significantly profitable or fulfilled its objectives to date, but will need to demonstrate
a plan that evidences great future potential for investors/customers
Evidence must show the strategic objective(s) of the start-up. For example, the success to date in meeting the
objectives; the results/outcomes

Most Innovative Back Office Service Provider of the Year
This award is open to providers of back office, administration solutions and outsourcing for life and health insurers
and reinsurers, as well as brokers, advisers and intermediaries operating in the protection insurance space.





The judges will be looking for evidence of how the provider’s services are enabling speed to market for its
clients and enhancing their competitive capabilities
Evidence will be required that the provider’s technology, back office capability and administration solutions
have accelerated its clients’ digital strategies and are supporting their transition to a digital world
Clear evidence that its services and methodology have helped life insurance players and intermediaries to
innovate, remain compliant and achieve their business goals
Added value for clients by reducing costs through efficiency and effective recommendations

Digital Innovation of the Year - Insurers
This award will focus on an innovative and effective use of technology by life and health insurers and reinsurers as
part of the wider shift to digitalisation.





The judges will be looking for evidence of success in applying the latest technologies and generating profitable
business in response to the increasing digital shift
Evidence will be required that the technology innovation is original, market-changing and will be long lasting
Evidence of improved customer engagement and personalisation
Evidence of enhanced customer service and an integrated adoption of tools such as big data and analytics

Digital Innovation of the Year –Technology Firms
This award will focus on an innovative and effective use of technology by technology firms and service providers
that have built innovative technology and software, which is driving the wider shift to digitalisation in life and
health insurance. It is open to any organisation providing an insurance technology or software service directly to
the life / health insurance market.






The judges will be looking for evidence the technology / software firm/ service provider has responded
innovatively to the demands of the life and health insurance market
Evidence will be required that the technology innovation is original, market-changing and will be long lasting
Evidence will be required how the innovation significantly improves the experience for the customer and
insurer
Evidence of enhanced business success through their relationship with the insurance market
Evidence of consistent levels of service and customer satisfaction, whether those customers are in business-tobusiness or business-to-consumer relationships.

Life / Health Insurance Law Firm of the Year
This award is open to law firms from around the world. It recognises the stand-out law firm, which is leading
thought leadership in the life and health market, challenging the status quo and offering an exemplary service. Life
and health insurance must be a core discipline and demand a real focus from the firm. The judges will consider:




Team focus – Does it have a specialised life and health insurance legal team?
Thought Development - is the firm proactive in challenging and informing the industry?
Does the law firm have a strong and growing market reputation in the life and health insurance market?

Advisory Firm of the Year
This award is open to any organisation providing an advisory, intelligence, professional or technical service directly
to the life insurance market .The judges will be looking for:




Evidence a business has responded innovatively to the demands of the market
Evidence of consistent levels of service and customer satisfaction, whether those customers are in business-tobusiness or business-to-consumer relationships.
Evidence of enhanced business success through their relationship with the insurance market.

Most Innovative Health Insurer of the Year
This award is open to health insurers globally whose innovations over the past year are substantially improving the
user experience, as well as increasing the health insurer’s business efficiency and profitability





Health insurers must evidence innovations in the following areas: product; distribution channel; market
segmentation; customer experience; and marketing / brand engagement
The judges will be seeking evidence that the health insurance innovation is market-changing and will be long
lasting
Evidence will be required to demonstrate how the innovation significantly improves the user experience
The judges will also be looking to understand how the innovation has reduced complexity for the insurer,
thereby lowering costs and increasing their ability to respond to change

Most Innovative Life Reinsurer of the Year
This award is open to life reinsurers globally whose innovations over the past year are substantially improving the
user experience, as well as increasing the life reinsurer’s business efficiency and profitability





Life reinsurers must evidence innovations in the following areas: product; distribution channel; market
segmentation; customer experience; and marketing / brand engagement
The judges will be seeking evidence that the life reinsurance innovation is market-changing and will be long
lasting
Evidence will be required to show how the innovation significantly improves the user experience
The judges will also be looking to understand how the innovation has reduced complexity for the reinsurer,
thereby lowering costs and increasing their ability to respond to change

Most Innovative Life Insurer of the Year - UK
This award is open to life insurers UK based whose innovations over the past year have substantially improved the
user experience, as well as increasing the life insurer’s business efficiency and profitability





Life insurers must evidence innovations in the following areas: product; distribution channel; market
segmentation; customer experience; and marketing / brand engagement
The judges will be seeking evidence that the life insurance innovation is market-changing and will be long
lasting
Evidence will be required how the innovation significantly improves the user experience
The judges will also be looking to understand how the innovation has reduced complexity for the insurer,
thereby lowering costs and increasing their ability to respond to change

Most Innovative Life Insurer of the Year – International
This award is open to life insurers Internationally based whose innovations over the past year have substantially
improved the user experience, as well as increasing the life insurer’s business efficiency and profitability





Life insurers must evidence innovations in the following areas: product; distribution channel; market
segmentation; customer experience; and marketing / brand engagement
The judges will be seeking evidence that the life insurance innovation is market-changing and will be long
lasting
Evidence will be required how the innovation significantly improves the user experience
The judges will also be looking to understand how the innovation has reduced complexity for the insurer,
thereby lowering costs and increasing their ability to respond to change

Most Engaging Customer Experience
This award identifies life and health insurers and reinsurers from around the world that are setting new standards
in customer experience and engagement. The customer experience provided should be exceptional. It should allow
both the life insurance player and client to stand out from their peers




The winning life and health insurer / reinsurer / solutions provider in this category will have clearly
implemented an innovative and truly engaging customer experience initiative that has enhanced performance
for the client
In particular, the judges will be looking for proof of the impact of the innovative strategy on retention levels
and client satisfaction

Most Innovative Brand
This award identifies a life and health insurer / reinsurer / solutions provider that have successfully raised its brand
profile and life insurance awareness over the past year in an engaging and engaging manner.




The winning life and health insurer / reinsurer / solutions provider in this category will have demonstrably
raised their profile and advanced their sector of the life and health insurance and reinsurance market
The judges will be looking for evidence of a clearly executed and innovative PR and marketing strategy that has
measurably improved awareness of the brand
The judges will particularly be looking for examples of brand campaigns that have applied creativity and
engaging strategies to reach their target audience

Best Use of Social Media
This award identifies a social media campaign by a life and health insurer / reinsurer / solutions provider that fulfils
its initial objectives through the most imaginative use of social media platforms, including Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, LinkedIn, Google Plus etc. It can be a stand-alone social media campaign or one that is part of a larger PR
initiative




The judges will be looking for examples of social media campaigns that have effectively created and distribute
a message that has generated engagement, understanding and trust.
It should have created a positive perception of the company among its target audience
Evidence will be required of how the campaign has increased the number of followers on social media and
boosted website traffic

Best Business Transformation
This award identifies a life and health insurer / reinsurer / solutions provider that has significantly transformed its
business over the past year with positive results





The judges will be looking for examples of a clear strategy and change management plan that has produced
positive results in a measurable way, such as increased revenue / greater efficiencies / a new range of
products / enhanced customer service.
Evidence should be provider how the player brought together stakeholders from across the organisation to roll
out the business transformation
The winner will explain how it has communicated the change internally to overcome any resistance and inertia,
as well as communicating the benefits of the change to its clients

Personal Awards - These awards are presented to individuals as such, these will be awarded by the judging panel
without prior nomination
Rising star award
Open to anyone working in the life and health insurance and reinsurance industry aged 35 or under



This award will go to the person who has made significant strides in their professional development over the
past year, clearly demonstrating their contribution to the team or department in which he or she works.
The winner does not need to have risen to a senior position, but will be someone who their peers agree has
had a positive impact on the life and health insurance industry.

Personality of the year
This special award will be presented to an individual who has made an outstanding contribution in the global life
and health insurance and reinsurance market over the last 12 months, whether through the advancement of the
organisation that employs them; or the wider life and health insurance and reinsurance industry.





The winner could be someone who has led a sea change within a business through their strategic vision and/or
a successful acquisition;
The winner could also be someone who has helped the wider sector through their engagement with
stakeholders, regulators and politicians to affect a notable change that benefits the industry's standing in the
eyes of the public and commerce
The winner will have driven new developments across the industry

